Heroes against war

The film reaches its climax in Eugene. There, Jack is confronted with a devastating fact that forces him to face reality. Henry Winkler scrutinizes as he goes berserk, visualizing war as the streets. The realism of the battle sequences have an overpowering effect on the audience. In the end, it is implied that Jack will be able to overcome his trauma with Carol's help. Henry Winkler and Sally Field carry us through a wide range of emotions, leaving the viewer with an unforgettable impression. The film tends to overshadow the film's several faults. By all means, don't dismiss Heroes as nothing more than Piece Meets the Flying Nun. This fine film deserves much more than that.

Answers to the following questions:

1. If you're troubled and uncertain... talk with a telephone counselor at Preterm. We can help you. We can answer your questions about pregnancy and birth control. We can tell you about the personal care you receive at Preterm... and about a free pregnancy test.

2. Our Preterm staff includes licensed physicians, qualified nurses... and specially trained counselors. We offer first trimester abortion at a moderate fee... and that fee also includes Pap and Lab tests, birth control information, contraceptive method of your choice... and follow up visit.

3. Talk with a Preterm telephone counselor: you can speak in complete confidence... and we can help...